Mundford Church of England Primary Academy- Parent questionnaire 2018
Out of the 165 children we had 35 responses, that is a response rate of 21.2%. Thank you to those parents that took the time to fill out
questionnaires for each of your children as we value your thoughts and comments about your school. We have tried to make our analysis and
report concise, using a single graph to show all the answers rather than individual ones, and a ‘word cloud’ to depict the comments relating to
what you like about the school, and what you would like to improve.
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Summary.
One hundred percent of parents agreed that their child feels safe at school, that the school meets their child’s needs, their
child is well looked after and is taught well. They also agreed that the school helps children to develop skills in
communication, reading, writing and mathematics and that there is a good standard of behaviour at this school.
The strength of the positive responses is also noticeable- 21/35-parents ‘strongly agreed’ that their child is safe in school,
21/35 ‘strongly agree’ that their child is taught well, 22/35 ‘strongly agreed’ the school helps develop their child’s skills in
communication, reading, writing and maths, and 20/35 ‘strongly agreed’ that the schools is meeting their child’s particular
needs. This is really pleasing for staff to know and we hope this continues over the next year.
Negatively- 3/35 parents disagreed that cases of bullying are dealt with effectively, 6/35 parents disagreed that their
child’s lessons are not disrupted by bad behaviour. 2/35 parents disagreed the school keeps them well informed and that
the school responds to their concerns. 1/35 parents disagreed that the homework received was at the appropriate age
and another parent disagreed that ‘the school helps me to support my child’s learning’. It is obviously a regret when
someone disagrees with a statement, the fact that anyone is dissatisfied will be a source of reflection for us all and, where
we are able, we will look to improve next year. We will be looking at our behaviour policy in the new year as comments
about bullying and bad behaviour disrupting lessons need to be addressed.
Finally-perhaps the most telling question- is whether or not parents would recommend the school to another parent.
Here, I am delighted to say 100% of parents said they would!
Again, thank you for your continued support.

What I like/things that I would like to improve
We have tried to depict these varied responses using a ‘word cloud’. For those who may be unfamiliar with this, we have typed responses into
an online programme, which has then collated the words used and written them with most commonly used words written in a larger font. The
largest words in the ‘like’ cloud represent 6-8 occurrences, with ‘Sharing Assembly’, Teachers and ‘Mundford Junctions having 9-10 each.
There are few large words in the improve cloud with only 2-3 occurrences. ‘Nothing’ is the largest word here as 10 left this space blank and
one parent said there was nothing to improve!

Things like about Mundford Primary:

Things to improve about Mundford Primary:

I think the ‘like’ cloud absolutely represents our strengths as a school- an exceptionally passionate staff, highly skilled who
give their very best for the benefit of the children; as well as a small, friendly, caring school with a strong sense of
community. It is great to see that Sharing assemblies and Mundford Junctions are very popular with parents.
The majority of the ‘improve’ cloud is taken up by single occurrence words, the largest word that appears is ‘nothing’ due
to the 11 blank ‘three things I would like to change’, section on the questionnaires.
There were also some things that appeared on both! Our range of clubs and extra-curricular activities are both praised;
and also a wider variety was sought. Many of the improve tree also referred to having more of them, which itself can be
viewed as a positive.
Many comments centred around singles classes, more clubs and trips. These things I wholeheartedly agree with. However,
they are also constrained by budgets, resources or logistics. We will continue to look for opportunities to do these things
to ensure that the children are getting the best education we can provide.
Thank you all for taking time to respond to the questionnaire and for your overwhelmingly positive responses. We will
continue to strive to do what we do best, and to look to improve the school in whichever ways we are able to. As always if
you have any concerns or issues please do not hesitate to speak to your child’s class teacher or myself and we look to get
them resolved as quickly and as best we can.
Sarah Godbold
December 2018.

